Invitation to Participate in the Mapping Historical Dialogue Project

The Institute for the Study of Human Rights (ISHR) at Columbia University invites you, as an expert in your field, to participate in the development of the Mapping Historical Dialogue Project (MHDP).

The goal of the MHDP is to establish an online interactive geographical map that addresses mechanisms of contested memory in post conflict countries. The mapping process will document projects addressing the memory of historical violence. Building on a crowdsourcing model, the project will rely on incremental contributions to connect a diverse network of individuals who often do not have access or knowledge of one another’s work. The project is open access, and its scholarship and resources and will be available to a wide community of users. More information about the map can be found here. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us at mapping.historical.dialogue@gmail.com.

Events and Conferences

Postgraduate conference on ‘Masculinities, Violence and (Post-)Conflict’
Date: January 14, 2016
Location: Ulster University, Belfast, Northern Ireland

Hrair Hawk Khacherian presenting his book 100: 1915-2015
Date: January 17, 2016, 4 PM
Location: Ararat Eskijian Museum, 15105 Mission Hills Rd, Mission Hills, CA 91345

Hrair Hawk Khacherian presenting his book 100: 1915-2015
Date: January 21, 2016, 7 PM
Location: Glendale Adult Recreation Center, 201 Colorado Street, Glendale, CA 91205

Choices in Little Rock: An Approach to Teaching the Civil Rights Movement
Date: January 22, 2016
Location: New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, 5th Ave at 42nd St, New York, NY 10018

Public Dialogue on Peace and Reconciliation in Uganda
Date: January 25, 2016: 18:00—20:00
Location: Brunei Gallery Lecture Theatre, SOAS, University of London, Thornhaugh Street, London
Lemkin Summit to End Genocide and Mass Atrocities 2016
Dates: January 30 - February 1, 2016
Location: Washington, D.C.

Introduction to Facing History and Ourselves: Judgment, Memory, and Legacy
Date: February 3, 2016
Location: Online

Short Course in Gender and Transition
Date: Starts February 5, 2016
Location: Jordanstown campus, Ulster University

2016 Gandhi-King Conference: A Living Movement: Shaping a Just Future
Dates: April 8-9, 2016
Location: University of Memphis

After Genocide: Gendered Trauma, Transmission and Reinvention
Dates: May 21-23, 2016
Location: Yerevan

Summer School on Transitional Justice 2016
Dates: June 27-July 1, 2016
Location: Jordanstown campus, Ulster University

Calls for Papers

**CFP: Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory Network Working Paper (WP) Series**
Deadline: Rolling

**CFP: Oxford Transitional Justice Research** justiceinfo.net
Deadline: December 20, 2015

**CFP: After Genocide: Gendered Trauma, Transmission and Reinvention, Yerevan May 21-23, 2016**
Deadline: December 30, 2015

**CFP: Mnemonics 2016 (Urbana-Champaign): The Other Side of Memory: Forgetting, Repression, Denial**
Deadline: February 1, 2016

**CFP: Essays for "Sissi's World: The Empress Elisabeth in Memory and Myth"**
Deadline: February 1, 2016

**CFP: The Rwandan Genocide in Popular Film**
Deadline: March 18, 2016

Opportunities and Announcements

Opportunities

**CFA: Rule of Law, Justice, Security and Human Rights Consultant – Advocacy, Reporting and Special Events, UNDP**
Deadline: December 31, 2015
CFA: Researcher, Business and Human Rights, Human Rights Watch
Deadline: January 15, 2016

CFA: Re-envisioning Boundaries: Navigating Society, Culture, and Sovereignties
Deadline: January 15, 2016

CFA: Assistant Professor, Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies at the University of San Diego
Deadline: January 31, 2016

CFA: Instructor of Peace and Conflict Studies, University of Colorado-Boulder
Deadline: February 15, 2016

CFA: 2016 Alliance for Historical Dialogue and Accountability Fellowship
Deadline: February 29, 2016

CFA: Greenberg Research Fellowship for PhD Candidates 2016-2017
Deadline: February 29, 2016

Deadline: February 29, 2016 (with scholarship), March 31, 2016 (without scholarship)

CFA: Online Genocide Prevention Certificate, Stockton University and the Auschwitz Institute for Peace and Reconciliation
Deadline: July 1, 2016

CFA: Senior Research Assistant, Freedom House
Deadline: Unspecified

CFA: Research Analyst, Freedom House
Deadline: Unspecified

CFA: Program Coordinator, Tuesday’s Children
Deadline: Unspecified

Announcements

- Invitation to participate in the Mapping Historical Dialogue Project
- Exhibition "Different Wars", Working Group "Historical memory and Education"
- Request for information about best practices in the field of historical dialogue
- Database of Researchers in Historical Dialogue, Transitional Justice and Memory

Scholarship

Book Reviews

- Jasmina Kijevcanin’s review of Olivera Simic (2014), Surviving Peace, a Political Memoir. A result of personal experience, personal trauma, the strength to live with trauma and the courage to write about it.
• Ma, Sheng-mei. The Last Isle: Contemporary Film, Culture and Trauma in Global Taiwan. Rowman & Littlefield, 2015.
• Maximiliano, Alonso and Silvana Mandolessi (eds.). Los estudios de la memoria hoy. Editorial Universitaria de Villa Maria.

Working Papers


Recent and Forthcoming Publications


Online Resources

• Mapping Historical Dialogue Project
• The Nanjing Atrocities: Crimes of War
• Political Apologies Archive
• Latin American Transitional Justice Network
• New Research Network on Memory and Identity
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